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Problem Definition

BiUDA Framework

Most unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) methods
can only achieve satisfactory improvements in one
adaptation direction (e.g., MRI to CT), but often
perform poorly in the other (CT to MRI), limiting their
practical usage.
We propose a bi-directional UDA (BiUDA) framework
based on disentangled representation learning for
equally competent two-way UDA performances.

Problem Analysis
◼ Characteristic of multi-modal
images:
1.Images of different modals have
different texture and contrast
2.Due to the variant image qualities,
the difficulty of segmentation varies
in two modals.
◼ Domain drop phenomenon:
Existing methods work effectively for
MRI to CT (forward), while suffering a
dramatic drop in performance when
reversing the adaptation direction
(backward).
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◼ Component 1 – Disentangled representation learning:
We make the model aware of the cross-domain commonalities and differences by a DRPL (disentangled
representation learning) with a content encoder Ec: 𝒳 → 𝒞 and a pattern encoder Ep : 𝒳 → 𝒫 . The
framework is optimized with the following loss functions:
a) Content-pattern consistency loss (as shown in ① in Fig):

where the content code cො and pattern code pො for the transferred images and the codes c and p from the
origin images are constraint to consistent and the potential distortions in DRPL are penalized.
b) Cross-reconstruction loss (as shown in ② in Fig):

where a discriminator 𝐷 is introduced to align the transferred image and corresponding image (e.g., xො s2t
and xt) and produce high-quality recomposed image. Symmetry loss is calculated between xො t2s and xs .
c) Cycle-consistency loss (as shown in ④ in Fig):

where the input images x and their reconstructions xො are constrained to be close.
◼ Component 2 – Anatomical consistency based segmentation learning:
The source-domain image xs and source-to-target transferred image xො s2t should contain the same
anatomical structures. So we introduce a label consistency loss to supervise the segmentation learning:

ෝ s denotes segmentation of xs and xො s2t respectively, and they share the consistent
where the ms and m
label a s. Label consistency loss provides supplementary target-domain training data and help relieve the
domain drop.

Experiments

